
VR Content – EASY to make 

 

 

Type Pros Cons Overall 

3D model 

- Helps visualize 
- Simple and cheap to make (anyone can do) 
- You can turn it around (extremely simple 

manipulation) 

- An item, not a lesson 
- Similar to an image in a textbook 
- No explanation of what it is 
- No voiceover 
- No depth of interactivity 
- No connection to other components, 

processes, concepts or topics 

- Something to look at and turn around 
- Not immersive 
- Limited educational value on its own 
- Places the burden on the teacher to do 

everything, including making a lesson 
plan and assessment, or printing out 
and grading what someone else has put 
together 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

360° 
image/video 

(filmed) 

- Immersive and photorealistic 
- You are in the scene 
- Easy to make (anyone can do) 

- Passive viewing 
- Very “heavy” (big file sizes, which are 

difficult to move and manage) 

- Sets the scene and immerses the user 
- Huge file sizes mean that there is 

trouble in housing these (only a small 
selection can fit on a headset), moving 
these (multiple headsets and huge file 
sizes do not mix well), or streaming 
these (absolutely perfect, high 
bandwidth, high speed internet 
connectivity is required at all times).  

 
(If someone mentions a router, run away 
in the other direction! They are trying to 
introduce headaches into your school. 
That is not for you. That is because they 
cannot deliver a product.) 
 

 

Methane molecule (3D) 

Eiffel Tower (filmed with a 360° camera) 



VR Content – DIFFICULT to make 

 

 

 

 

Type Pros Cons Overall 

360° video 
(created) 

- Immersive  
- You have control of the environment; more can be 

added (now or later) 
- Far smaller file sizes mean that housing or moving 

these content pieces becomes less of a burden on 
schools, IT dept, teachers, and so on 

- More flexibility on what can be added, with respect to 
interactivity 

- Passive viewing 
- Less realistic 
- Can’t do on your own 

- Sets the scene and immerses the user 
- Far more manageable than filmed 

 
 
 
 
 

Real, 
educational 
VR module 

- What every teacher considers as a valuable resource 
- The textbook, and not just the image! 
- Respects the power of virtual reality 
- Immersive, distraction-free environment 
- User controls the scene, and moves themselves 

through that environment 
- Textual learning info on the screen 
- Voiceover to help learners better understand 
- Encourages differentiated learning 
- Removes all burden from the teacher, if done right 
- Can be utilized completely offline 
- No heavy burden on infrastructure, IT depts, admin, 

teachers or users themselves 
- VR research and efficacy points to THIS kind of 

learning, and not to things that can be simply viewed 
- Far better value for your educational dollars 

- Extremely expensive and very time-
consuming to make 

- Learn by doing, interact with the topic 
- What you imagined VR was all about 

 

Eiffel Tower created by modellers, 

lighting & texturing artists 

Forces and Motion… 

learn by doing 

Photosynthesis… 

enter a plant to 

experience this 

Elements, 

Compounds and 

Mixtures… 

perform a lab 


